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Abstract  

Solutions to preform complex shapes such as a tetrahedron without any defect from flax based 

woven fabrics are investigated in this work. The first way to prevent the appearance of defects 

such as tow buckles consists in designing specific woven architecture fabrics. However, even 

if this solution was shown to be effective on the tetrahedron shape, solutions based on the 

optimisation of the process parameters to prevent the appearance of buckles from commercial 

fabrics were also investigated with success.  

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

Natural fibres have long been considered as potential reinforcing materials or fillers in 

thermoplastic or thermoset composites. Numerous studies deal with the subject [1-6]. Natural 

fibres are particularly interesting because they are renewable, have low density and exhibit 

high specific mechanical properties. They also show non-abrasiveness during processing, and 

more importantly biodegradability. A large amount of work has been devoted to identify the 

tensile behaviour of individual fibres or group of few fibres of different nature and origin [7-

10]. However, few studies deal with the subject of the mechanical behaviour of fibre 

assemblies and particularly analyze the deformability of these structures. 

To manufacture high performance composite parts, it is necessary to organise and to align the 

fibres. As a consequence, aligned fibres architectures such as unidirectional sheets, non-

crimped fabrics and woven fabrics (bidirectional) are usually used as reinforcement.  

In the Liquid Composite Moulding (LCM) family, the Resin Transfer Moulding, (RTM) 

process has received a large attention in the literature [11] and particularly the second stage of 

the process dealing with the injection of resin in preformed dry shapes and the permeability of 

the reinforcements [12-13]. The first stage of this process consists in forming dry 

reinforcements. In case of specific double curved shapes, woven fabrics are generally used to 

allow in plane strain necessary for forming without dissociation of the tows. However, when 

considering complex shape forming, defects such as tow buckling, [14-15] may appear and 
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cannot be predicted yet by using a numerical approach. As a consequence, an experimental 

approach needs to be used. To prevent the appearance of this particular defect, specifically 

designed fabric architectures can be used. A complex tetrahedron shape was formed without 

any defect [16]. However, in the case of forming necessitating very high shear deformations, 

this reinforcement would probably not be suitable, and this is why it would be very much 

interesting to investigate the possibility of forming complex shapes without any buckle 

appearance with woven fabric of the market and particularly with the ones showing good 

shear abilities. To reach this goal, it is important to study and optimise the process parameters. 

Particularly, the design of the blank holders used in our previous studies was probably not 

adapted to minimise tow buckles [16] as well as too high strain in several tows [17]. As a 

consequence, this work suggests to optimise the process parameters controlling the sheet 

forming process to avoid the appearance of defects occurring during complex geometry 

forming of natural based fabrics such as tow buckling and too high tow tensile strains. 

Particularly, the goal of the process optimisation consists in applying locally the right blank 

holder pressure using a specifically designed blank holder set.  

 

2 Experimental setup 
 

2.1 Global design of the forming device 

 

A device specifically designed to analyze the local strains during the forming of 

reinforcement fabrics [18] is presented on Figure 1.a.  

 

 
Figure 1: (a) Description of the device. (b) Tetrahedron punch. (c) Flax fabric (d) Flax tow. 

 

The mechanical part consists of a punch/open die couple and a classical blank holder system. 

The die is open to allow the measurement of the local strains during the process with the 

cameras associated to marks tracking technique. The motion of the punch is given by a piloted 

electric jack.  
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2.2 Blank holders designs 

Both the tow buckles and the excessive tensile strain in tows are localised in zones close to 

the tows passing by the top of the tetrahedron as indicated in Figure 2.a by the black arrows 

[19]. In this zone, the vertical tows passing by the triple point are too tight in the three faces 

and on the edge opposed to Face C. The perpendicular tows may show the presence of tow 

buckles partly resulting of the bending in their plane of tows and also probably because of a 

too low tension of these tows. In Figure 2.b the buckles are localised on Face C of the 

tetrahedron and on the opposite edge. No buckles are observed on Faces A and B. This is 

linked to the un-balanced architecture of the fabric used [16]. The basis of the new blank 

holder generation therefore consists in reducing pressure in the vertical tows and to increase 

the tension of the horizontal ones. A schematic diagram of the blank holder is presented in 

Figure 3. Instead of the 6 initial blank holders (Figure 2.a), the new blank holder generation 

consist of 4 blank holders with specific geometries. The blank holders impose tensions to the 

membrane and particularly to the bent tows exhibiting tow buckles. Between the 4 blank 

holders, empty zones have been left to release the tension of the tows showing too high tensile 

strains. It can be noted that small blank holders could be used to fill up the spaces and impose 

a local pressure to this zone if necessary.  
 

 
Figure 2: (a) First blank holder generation; position of the defect zones (a and b) 
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Figure 3: Evolution of the blank holder design 

 

3 Results 

It is proposed in this Section to analyse the interest of using the especially designed blank 

holder set on the appearance of the tow buckling defect and too high strains in the tows 

passing by the triple point for the two fabrics considered in this study.  

Figure 5 shows views of Face C and Edge 1 in the case of forming with the specially designed 

blank holder set for the plain weave fabric. It shows that no apparent defects such as wrinkles 

tow sliding or tow buckling appears. This first visual result needs to be compared to the 

observations carried out on the shape formed using the original blank holder set (Fig 2) and 

on the results presented and developed in [15] that indicate it was not possible to prevent the 

appearance of this particular defect using the original blank holder set.  
 

Tow buckles do not appear on the Faces or 

on Edge 1

 

Figure 5: Plain weave fabric: Face C and Edge 1 using the specially designed blank holder set 
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While looking at Figure 5, it appears that the use of the new blank holder set contributes to an 

important progress as no apparent defects are visible.  Particularly, the use of the new blank 

holder set design prevents the appearance of tow buckles on the faces and on edge 1.  

If no apparent defects are observed on the faces and on the edges of the tetrahedron formed 

using the new blank holder geometry, it is still necessary to investigate if the tensile strains of 

the tows passing by the triple point (top of the pyramid) are higher than the strain at which 

local failure may happen. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the tensile strains measured using 

both set of blank holder for the plain weave fabric and at the same location on the preform (on 

the weft tow passing by the triple point of Face C using 2 bar of blank holder pressure).  

 

 
Figure 6: Plain weave fabric: comparison of the tensile strains  

Figure 6 shows that a large decrease in tensile strain is observed, particularly at the end of the 

forming process. The tensile strain values are lowered from 8.8% to 4.7 % indicating that the 

new set of blank holder has an important beneficial effect on the tensile strain reduction on 

the tows passing by the triple point in the case of the plain weave fabric. This corresponds to a 

decrease of about 47%.  However, the value of the maximum strain recorded at the end of the 

forming process on the tightest tow needs to be compared to the limit of the fabric determined 

by performing biaxial tensile test on the same fabric. The biaxial test procedure has been 

described in [19, 20]. Figure 7 shows the result of the biaxial test in the case of equal 

deformation in the warp and weft directions and in the case where the warp tows are left free. 

The last case would be the one to compare with the tensile strain measured during forming as 

the warp tows exhibiting the tow buckles are not tight and can be considered as almost free. In 

this case, the maximum limit above which sliding movements within the tow leading to losses 

of fibre density may happen is about 4%. This value is lower than the one recorded at the end 

of the forming process in our forming test (4.7%) suggesting that sliding of group of fibre 

may have taken place. However, the maximum tensile strains recorded are not very much 

higher than the strains at which the defects may start to be generated. As a consequence, it is 

expectable that low displacement between the fibres took place as described by Moothoo et al 

[21], but to a low extent. So the fibre density does not, to our opinion, change. In those 

conditions, the too high strains in the tow should not therefore be a problem concerning the 

manufacturing of a composite part either by film stacking process [6] or by the RTM process.  
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Figure 7: Plain weave fabric: biaxial tension curves 

 

4 Conclusions  

 

Solutions to obtain complex shapes from commercial flax fabrics manufactured using flat 

untwisted tows have been investigated in this work. This study concentrates on the possibility 

to form a complex shape such as a tetrahedron using the sheet forming process which is a 

technique that could be used by the automotive industry because of the interesting 

cost/cadencies ratio. Particularly, the study investigates the possibility of realising a technical 

complex preform without defect from two different architecture commercial reinforcements 

not specially designed. Several defects such as tow buckles and too high strains in tows 

already described in previous studies [22, 15] need to be avoided and prevented. For this 

reason a specially designed blank holder set was used to form complex tetrahedron shapes. 

The defects previously encountered using a non-optimised blank holder set have been 

suppressed in a great extent. The tow buckles were suppressed by reducing the tension in the 

vertical tows of the shape and by increasing the tension of the tows exhibiting the buckles. 

For the plain weave fabric, the buckles were totally suppressed at the end of the forming 

process, whereas an additional compression stage would probably be necessary in the case of 

the twill weave to get rid of the tow buckles.  

By reducing the tension in the vertical tows of the shape in the zone where tow buckles may 

take place, the too high strain defect was also reduced to such an extent that it is not a 

problem anymore.  

This study therefore shows that it is possible to form complex shapes using untwisted flax 

commercial reinforcements not particularly optimised for complex shape forming by well 

designing the geometry of blank holders. This result is particularly interesting because it is 

possible to use fabric that do not necessitate as much energy for their production as twisted 

yarn reinforcement and because the composite parts manufactured using such reinforcements 

show higher performance because higher fibre volume fraction can be obtained.  
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